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1. Introduction
The Selective Laser Melting (SLM) process
consists in the localized fusion and subsequent
solidification of thin metallic powder layers.

Fig. 1: The process.

Parameters Typical range Units

Laser speed 0.3 ÷ 3.0 m s−1

Laser power 100 ÷ 300 W
Beam diameter 50 ÷ 200 µm
Layer thickness 10 ÷ 50 µm
Preheating 80 ÷ 200 ◦C

Table 1: Process parameters.

2. The problem
Thermal gradients produce space-varying ther-
mal strains high enough to induce material plas-
ticity. The geometric compatibility is then main-
tained by elastic strains associated with an in-
tense residual stress field. This process can
lead to part deformations, cracks or even de-
lamination failures.

Fig. 2: Building failure.

3. Why use simulation?
A successful build currently requires some iter-
ations that significantly increase its final cost.
In fact, the technology has two main drawbacks:
I low productivity
I high feedstock and machine cost.
Possible solution
Numeric simulations may reduce trial and error
procedures used for selecting:
• process parameters
• build orientation
• support structures.

4. Simulation scales
A detailed simulation of the whole process is typically infeasible. In fact, the scanning length ranges
from 10 to 1000 km for build volumes in the order of 104 ÷ 106 mm3.
Numerical models can be classified on the basis of the dimensional scale of simulated phenomena
in micro-, particle-, meso- and macro-scale models [1]. The last two categories are used to predict
the residual stress-strain field, while the other ones are focused on microstructure (micro-scale),
porosity and surface roughness (particle-scale).

Fig. 3: Multi-scale problem.

5. Meso-scale
The meso-scale model is a finite element one-
way coupled thermo-structural simulation. The
thermal analysis is performed first, and the ther-
mal history is then used as load for the struc-
tural simulation.

Fig. 4: Thermo-structural simulation.

*Only the hydrostatic component is represented.

6. Calibration

Fig. 5: Heat source experimental calibration.

7. Macro-scale
The macro-scale model receives as input:
I the meso-scale thermal and stress-strain

fields for the adopted scanning parameters
I a mesh of the workpiece
I the laser path.
A point cloud is then generated inside the given
mesh (fig. 6).

Fig. 6: Interpolation points.

The stress-strain field at each point is updated
at every scan line based on:
• the current stress-strain field
• the position relative to the scan line.
The residual stress thus calculated violates† the
equilibrium conditions.
A macro-scale structural simulation is therefore
required to restore equilibrium starting from the
just mentioned configuration.

†In fact, the residual stress field is estimated under the
hypothesis of semi-infinite domain.

8. Conclusion
Residual stresses and distortions reduce both
reliability and convenience of the SLM technol-
ogy. Meso- and macro-scale simulation models
are under development to reduce trial and error
procedures aiming at a “first-time-right” build.
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